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Terrain may be classified into six kinds: accessible,
entrapping, temporizing, having narrow passes, having
precipitous heights and distant.
— Sun Zi

C. C. Low & Associates, Sun Zi’s Art of War (Singapore: Canfonian PTE Ltd, 1992), 83.

The Art of War was written by Sun Zi, a Chinese general and
military strategist, around 770-476 BC, and discovered in
1972 inside tombs located in northern China. The text is
composed of 13 chapters: Laying Plans; Waging War; Offensive
Strategy; Position; Potential; Weaknesses and Strengths;
Manoeuvre; The Nine Variables; Marches; Terrain; The Nine
Battlegrounds; Attacking with Fire; and Employing Spies. A
Singaporean translation of the military theory mentions
that, ‘Japan has attached great importance to the application of
the art of war to the improvement of business management.’ The
cultural impact of Sun Zi’s text has not only influenced the
military strategies of different countries, but it has also been
‘utilized in business, marketing, and competitive sports.’ This
zine aims to refocus the conventional applications of Sun Zi’s
text, away from the military and capitalist gaze, and towards
The Art of Resistance, an expansive and emancipatory creative
practice. This détournement (re-routing and re-situating)
shares stories of territorial struggles and agricultural milieux
that are regenerating localities in the global neoliberal world.

Copy of The Art of War by Sun Zi, University of California, Riverside.
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There are several
translations of the
13 chapters, written
in ancient Chinese
characters.
C. C. Low &
Associates, Sun Zi’s
Art of War (Singapore:
Canfonian PTE Ltd,
1992), 9.
Melissa Peña, “An
innovative model for
police leaders and
managers: From an
ancient source “The
Art of War” by Sun
Tzu” (MA diss., The
University of Texas at
Arlington, 2011), 10.

Barricade at the entrance of the Vraie Rouge, April 2018. Photograph by Penelope Thomaidi.
ZAD solidarity poster, Ambazada, Notre-Dame-des-Landes, July 2018.

Accessibility
How does a gathering become a “happening,” that
is, greater than a sum of its parts? One answer
is contamination. We are contaminated by our
encounters; they change who we are as we make
way for others. As contamination changes worldmaking projects, mutual worlds—and new
directions—may emerge.
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Anna Lowenhaupt
Tsing, The Mushroom
at the End of the World:
On the Possibility of
Life in Capitalist Ruins
(Princeton: Princeton
University Press,
2017), 27.

— Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing
In April 2018, at the time of writing the abstract for this
paper, the ZAD (Zone à Défendre in French, Zone to
Defend in English) were preparing the second eviction on
the 1,650-hectare (4,000 acres) autonomous zone in NotreDame-des-Landes, western France. One resident on the ZAD
wrote in detail about the evictions that included collectives
such as the Lama Sacrée, La Boite Noir and La Chévrerie, in
a text entitled, The Revenge Against the Commons. It has been
circulated widely on social media and various leftist websites
such as ROAR Magazine and Red Pepper.
Following the partial eviction, an ‘autonomous duo working
in and around the field of graphic design’ called ITWST (I
Think We’re Still Thinking, based in Nishiaizu, Fukushima)
and I designed a double-sided poster to express our solidarity
with the ZAD. On one side of the poster, surrounding 守田
(Protect Our Farmland, calligraphy by Jon Yu) we translated
the ‘Six Points for the Future of the Zad’ into Chinese and
Japanese. ITWST printed 100 posters on their risograph
printer and together we distributed them at an Osaka book
fair in May this year. On the second day of the book fair,
a Japanese guerrilla farmer approached ITWST’s table

www.zadforever.
blog/2018/04/24/therevenge-against-thecommons

www.itwst.us

www.versobooks.com/
blogs/3569-six-pointsfor-the-future-ofthe-zad

and offered to exchange some organic cherry tomatoes
and persimmons for a poster. That afternoon, an overlap
of world-making projects happened in an unlikely cultural
space and we plan to visit the farmer together one day.
Two months later in July 2018, I visited the ZAD to see the
territory in person and participate in the construction of
the Ambazada, a traditional wooden barn that hosted the
Intergalactic Week global gathering that happened between
27 August to 2 September 2018. During my visit, I learnt
that a dozen Japanese activists visited before me, sharing
the aftermath of the Fukushima nuclear disaster and a
documentary that they had made.
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www.fukuleaks.org/web

On Terrain and Accessibility, Sun Zi elaborates on ‘places
that both sides can reach easily’ and that the ‘the situation
will be favourable for one [you or the enemy].’ Shifting our
focus momentarily away from the enemy and more on one’s
story, I think of the two-year journey that first introduced
me to the ZAD—in June 2016, on a confrontational
7,000-square-foot (650-square-metre) farmland in Ma Shi
Po Village (Hong Kong) that brought people’s attention to
other territorial struggles at Grow Heathrow (London) and
Mondeggi Bene Commune (Florence).
A year later, a fortuitous encounter with an English friend
during Hong Kong’s first Black Book Fair in November 2017,
put me in contact with two people who have been living on
the ZAD for eight years. On reflection, on precarious terrain
or even convivial book fairs, chance contamination can give
access to rural spaces that confront neoliberal infrastructure
projects and to communities whom advocate post-capitalist
worlds. We can become accessible, across all terrains.

Fortress at Ma Shi Po Village, Hong Kong, May 2016. Photograph by Wen.

www.still-loud.
com/2017/11/17/
long-live-anarchyhong-kongs-firstblack-book-fair
A more indepth
text is in a zine
entitled, ‘Working
for the Commons’ —
www.tinyurl.com/
CommonsZine

Former treehouse with gold leaf in split trunk, Notre-Dame-des-Landes, July 2018.

Little Miyashita Garden, April 2017. Photograph by a gardener.
Miyashita Park closed until 2019, November 2017.

Temporizing
The TAZ [Temporary Autonomous Zone] has
a temporary but actual location in time and
a temporary but actual location in space. But
clearly it must also have “location” in the Web,
and this location is of a different sort, not actual
but virtual, not immediate but instantaneous.
— T.A.Z.: The Temporary Autonomous Zone
Sun Zi wrote that, ‘Places unfavourable to both the enemy
and oneself are considered temporising areas.’ Connecting
Sun Zi’s military theory with the above quote from 1985,
seems worlds apart, especially in the digital age. However
temporising areas, with commitment, can lead to long
occupations—maybe even permanent, a permanence that
spreads in the digital domain. Social media updates connect
me to a small-scale autonomous farm founded in January
2017 called ‘Little Miyashita Garden’ located outside the
once-24-hour Miyashita Park in Shibuya, Tokyo. The farm
is nurtured by a homeless community and supporters,
who were displaced by the part-privatisation and imposed
10pm-closure-time by the Shibuya City Office and global
sportswear brand Nike in 2010.
Since 2014 to date, the public park has been closed for
a second development plan, as part of the Tokyo 2020
Olympics, which a Shibuya tourism website describes as a
“three-dimensional city park.” Such neoliberal development
projects, in this case partnered with real estate developer
Mitsui Fudosan Co., Ltd., have not deterred a community
of farmers in growing food in Shibuya and harvesting green
peppers, okra, aubergine, runner and bush beans, and more.
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Hakim Bey, T.A.Z.:
The Temporary
Autonomous Zone,
Ontological Anarchy,
Poetic Terrorism (New
York: Autonomedia,
2004), 107. N.B.
Acknowledging The
Other Side of Hakim
Bey - https://libcom.
org/book/export/
html/1455

C. C. Low &
Associates, Sun Zi’s
Art of War (Singapore:
Canfonian PTE Ltd,
1992), 83.
www.tinyurl.com/
InsurrectionaryAM
www.twitter.com/
LittleMiyashita
www.airmiyashitapark.
info/wordpress/english
www.city.shibuya.
tokyo.jp/eng/
miyashita_park.html

www.shibuyabunka.
com/special/201704/
f/?wovn=en&fbclid=Iw
AR051W6_h5vwyu8a
Uk_-KW84IvJgTw4G
ZkWCKYXJNqP_HIb
NE-8IFdEMYgo

The temporality and seasonality of growing food on
the perimeter of a development zone, offers a different
relationship with the space and those who pass by the
garden, and perhaps even participate. In Postanarchism,
Saul Newman elaborates on prefiguration and mentions
that ‘[…] contemporary insurrections need to invent new
forms of solidarity and being-in-common.’ The past couple of
years shows evidence of such heightened forms of solidarity
existing in the virtual space, such as the numerous Facebook
groups that emerged during the NoDAPL (Dakota Access
Pipeline) movement in North America and more recently in
the direct actions by Extinction Rebellion in London.
In the case of Little Miyashita Garden, through various
encounters, both physical (in an radical embroidery workshop
in Osaka) and virtual (through translating fiction), the
prefigurative politics of the garden have rippled to Yoshida
Dormitory in Kyoto University and to a neighbourhood
street market stall called Kai Fong Pai Dong in Hong Kong.
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Saul Newman,
Postanarchism
(Cambridge: Polity,
2015), 65.

www.nycstandswith
standingrock.wordpress.
com/standingrocksyllabus
www.theguardian.com/
environment/2018/nov/
21/swarming-sit-downprotests-aim-to-disruptlondon-traffic

www.facebook.com/
events/226417728111
026
www.choyu.hatenablog
.com/entry/2018/06/3
0/222825
www.paidong.tumblr.
com/search/
littlehamiltongarden

Snap peas, Miyashita Park, April 2018. Photograph by a gardener.
Little Hamilton Garden, Kai Fong Pai Dong, Hong Kong, March 2017.

Hong Kong International Photo Festival, November 2018.
M11 Link Road protest on Fillebrook Road, 1995, London.
Photograph: www.enacademic.com/dic.nsf/enwiki/316061

Having Precipitous Heights
[...] the Airport Construction Corporation suddenly
executed on 6 May a compulsory withdrawal
of the tower, a symbol of the protest against the
project. The act of compulsory withdrawal of the
tower stirred criticism from among the public, and
at the same time intensified the opponents.
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Takashi Hamaguchi,
Photographs by Takashi
Hamaguchi (Japan, 1978),
Preface.

— Takashi Hamaguchi, Photographs by Takashi Hamaguchi
Precipitous heights prompts us to consider the vertical
within horizontal movements. Being on a higher ground
naturally has its advantages. In protest movements, building
vertically prolongs evictions, alerts others that the resistance
continues another day, and significantly increases eviction
costs. The photography of Takashi Hamaguchi during
Sanrizuka at Narita (Tokyo) in the 1960s and 70s, captures
the most iconic rural protest tower in history, inspiring more
recent and regional movements such as the anti-naval base
tower on Jeju Island in South Korea that destroyed coral and
other ecologies from 2011.
In DiY Culture: Party & Protest in Nineties Britain artist and
activist John Jordan mentions that, ‘Direct action is by nature
deeply theatrical and fundamentally political. The performance
of climbing a crane on a building site has many different
functions—pragmatism, representation, theatricality and ritual
coalesce in direct action.’ Territorial resistance need not be a
waiting game but one that is multidirectional, participatory
and creative—The Art of Resistance.
In Aarey forest, referred to as the ‘lungs of Mumbai,’ the
resistance against the new metro line and car shed continues.
Funded by the Japan International Cooperation Agency, the
Save Aarey movement teaches us that participation can be

www.savejejunow.org

John Jordan, “The art of
necessity: the subversive
imagination of anti-road
protest and Reclaim the
Streets,” in DiY Culture:
Party & Protest in Nineties
Britain (London: Verso,
1998), 132.

www.facebook.com/
groups/saveaarey

non-human and inclusive of other species—in this case,
with the leopards and insects home to the forest. Despite
the deforestation of 3,000+ trees and displacement of 300
tribals, biodiversity (some even discovered in the forest)
such as the buthid scorpion (Lychas aareyensis), tarantula
(Heterophrictus aareyeneis) and Atlas moth (Attacus atlas)
continue to thrive. Elsewhere in Thailand, land protectors
resort to non-anthropocentric tactics by wearing black
panther masks at assemblies. In Hong Kong, villagers in
Wang Chau have hosted two annual Jackfruit Festivals, to
engage a wider demographic to resist the eviction of three
villages and flattening and concretisation of a green belt.
Academics Débora Danowisky and Eduardo Viveiros de
Castro write in e-flux that, ‘Such conception of the forest as
a cosmopolis implies that every being that inhabits the forest—
rivers, trees, jaguars, peoples—are “citizens”; agents or subjects
within an enlarged political arena to whom even rights ought
to be granted.’ Multispecies advocacy inevitably gathers a list
of experts, disciplines and ecological and biodiversity groups
who add a different kind of pressure on the state than those
building vertically.

Artwork by Mahesh Bariya for fictional story, Planet Earth: Mumbai’s Leopards, 2018.

Chulalongkorn University students held a vigil following the killing of a protected
black panther by a construction company, Thailand, February 2018.
Photograph: Seub Nakhasathien Foundation.
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www.twittercom/
saveaarey/status/85782
3221537 755136

www.e-flux.com/
architecture/
superhumanity/68688
/in-the-forest-ruins

Donna Haraway in Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence film still, 2004.
Land protectors on excavator at Ma Shi Po Village, Hong Kong, May 2016. Photograph by Wen.

What is to be done?
In conclusion, the aforementioned places prompt us as
researchers and academics to shift our focus to urgent
and precarious sites of becoming—heterotopias. In The
Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research the authors
Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln write that, ‘When an
ethnographer refuses to either occupy or conquer the third space,
then nomadic thought, which does not separate differences into
oppositional dualities, arises creating an overlapping dialogue
based on becoming.’ What epistemological and pedagogical
methods can we employ to encourage emancipatory learning,
more responsible institutions and build on an ecological
commons during our epoch of climate change?
In Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene
by feminist scholar Donna Haraway, teaches us that,
‘Maybe, but only maybe, and only with intense commitment
and collaborative work and play with other terrans, flourishing
for rich multispecies assemblages that include people will be
possible. I am calling all this the Chthulucene–past, present,
and to come.’ Regional and rooted multispecies stories may
perhaps expand our imagination during this period of late
capitalism, where we are all complicit when the modern State
put everyone at war against themselves.
Focusing on emancipatory farming communities, or
Insurrectionary Agricultural Milieux, indigenous knowledge
and confronting capital-patriarchy may lead the way for
a more equitable and sustainable future. Subverting toxic
military theory such as Sun Zi’s Art of War; building on
the anarchist spectrum at the ZAD; establishing your own
Little Miyashita Park; and focusing on other species like
the Aarey forest tribals, may encourage us to think more
like the tribal nations in North America, who think seven
generations ahead, about our water, soil, biodiversity and
everything living.
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Norman K. Denzin
and Yvonna S.
Lincoln, The
Sage Handbook of
Qualitative Research
(Los Angeles: Sage,
2018), 857.
www.aaa.org.hk/
en/ideas/ideas/parttime-pedagogiesintroducingthree-places-foremancipatory-learning
Donna J. Haraway,
Staying with the
Trouble: Making Kin
in the Chthulucene
(Durham and London:
Duke University Press,
2016), 101.
https://illwilleditions.
noblogs.org/
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Search: Chomsky
Indigenous Survival

www.
indigenouspeople.net/
iroqcon.htm
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Ishimure Michiko
and Bruce Allen, Lake
of Heaven (Lanham:
Lexington Books,
2008), 305.

I would like to end this zine by sharing a paragraph from the
fictional story Delicate Flowers by the late writer and activist
Ishimure Michiko.
There’s such an incredible past here, yet it’s remained so
unknown. I’ve been completely unaware of it. If it weren’t
for Grandfather I’d know absolutely nothing of this little
mountain village in southern Kyushu. And I’d never have
thought of things like a village being sunk by a dam. If I
hadn’t met Ohina and Omomo I’d never have been thinking
about the stories of a village called Amazoko, sealed off
beneath the water. They’re all little stories, and yet … Such
were Masahiko’s thoughts. But weren’t such stories the original
forms of undiscovered classics?
— 石牟礼道子 Ishimure Michiko, Lake of Heaven
May we all dig up undiscovered classics, mythologies and
participate in those to come.

2nd December 2018, Beppu

